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Wayfinding Designer / Project Manager 

Posted: September 29, 2020 

Position: Full Time, Salary 

Location: Seattle, WA or Portland, OR 

Experience: 7+ years in this field 

Mayer/Reed is a nationally recognized, multidisciplinary design firm. We are dedicated to making 

creative design contributions that bring value to and enhance the built environment. We believe 

that good design, informed by a collaborative process, functions within multiple contexts. 

Dedicated to this premise, Mayer/Reed continues to evolve by attracting and encouraging highly 

motivated and talented staff and by seeking relationships with socially and environmentally 

responsible clients who inspire visionary design solutions. 

We are currently seeking a designer/project manager to join our team to lead wayfinding, building 

signage and placemaking projects for public agency clients in the Portland and Seattle area. The 

position requires conceptual design rigor, fabrication and material knowledge and working in a 

collaborative environment. You will have an active role in all phases of design including 

stakeholder engagement, strategy, concept through design documentation and construction 

observation. As Project Manager you will assist with developing fees, process strategy, budget 

management and design team and client communication. Candidates should possess both 2-D and 

3-D visualization skills, be proficient in Adobe Creative Suite, and Microsoft Office. Knowledge of 

Revit and Sketch-up along with an interest in learning new software and technologies is a plus. 

Our studio in located in downtown Portland and staff are currently working hybrid schedules (in-

studio and remote) due to COVID-19 restrictions but anticipate returning to the studio when 

conditions allow. In 2021, we established Seattle staff and are looking to grow our Seattle 

wayfinding team. Visit www.mayerreed.com to learn about our work and office culture.  

Mayer/Reed offers a comprehensive benefits package and salary commensurate with the position 

and level of experience. Mayer/Reed is an equal opportunity employer. To be considered for this 

position, submit a letter of interest, resume and portfolio to Mayer/Reed by November 24, 2021, 

attn: Kathy Fry  employment-vc@mayerreed.com 


